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GENERAL INFO 

Aim & Rules 

Why Volleyball ? 

Equipment 

Coaching Philosophy 

 

SKILL & DRILL CARDS 

Serving 

Passing 

Setting 

Spiking 

Blocking 

 

INGRAINED SKILLS 

Communication 

Desire 

Movement 

 

 

PROGRESSION CARDS 

Serve Reception 

Pepper 

Game Play 

 



The aim of Volleyball is to win 
more points and sets than the 

opposing team.  

 

You can win a point by hitting 
the ball on the opponents 

court or forcing an error from 
the opposition. 

 

You are allowed 3 hits** of the 
volleyball before attempting 

to put the ball in the  
oppositions court and  

generally you want to use 
them ! 

Top 10 Volleyball Rules 
In / Out 

“on the line is in” 

Net Touch  
“is only a fault if player touches the top tape”** 

Foot Fault 
“player can not touch the line when serving” 

Four Hits 
“a team can only use three consecutive hits”* 

Two Hits 

“a player can not touch the ball twice in a row”* 

Held Ball 

“a player can not catch and throw the ball” 

Under Net Penetration 

“a players feet may not go completely in to the oppositions court”** 

Front Court / Back Court 

“a player who is in the back court may not spike the ball in the front court” 

Libero 

“a libero is a specialist player that can only play in the back court” 

Subs & Timeouts 

“Sub rules vary depending on the competition, but it is best to give  all players a go” 

* unless interfering with play 
** a block does not count as a touch 



Volleyball is the Ultimate Team Sport ! 

There is nowhere to hide on a volleyball court. 

No one player can touch the ball twice in a 
row* so team work is essential. 

A spike and block is like doing a  
slam dunk and rejection on every play!! 

Although, like most sports, certain physical  
attributes can assist with some skills, volleyball 
is a game suited to all body types. 

 

Volleyball is F.I.S.H!! 

FUN, INCLUSIVE, SAFE, HIGH INTENCITY 

 



There is a whole range of equipment that 
CAN be used in volleyball coaching!  

But in reality all that is required is one ball 
one net and ideally 4 or more players. 

It is better to have 4 good quality  

volleyballs than 100 balls that may turn players off 

the sport. I am sure lots of sports storerooms have 

the ‘old school’ vinyl ball where every time the 

player hits the ball it almost breaks their arm. All 

drills in this resource can be done with up to 8 

players per ball and still remain F.I.S.H! 

 

The Mikasa 200 

Olympic Standard 

Approx. $77 

 

 

The Mikasa 310 - 330 

Competition Standard 

Approx. $39-49 

 

 

Spikezone Volleyball 

Junior Soft Touch 

Approx. $20 

 

Other Volleyballs 

If it looks or feels like a  

netball or soccer ball  

DO NOT BUY  

Prices Sourced From 

www.elson.com.au 

May 2011 



The skills below are shown with the most important being the biggest. Most people 
would have heard of DIG, SET, SPIKE! In volleyball the fundamentals of communication, 

teamwork, movement and desire (by far the most difficult to coach) need to be  
ingrained in all coaching. These non-volleyball specific skills have skill & drill cards of their 

own but their elements are also included in all cards. 







COACH TALK SKILL - Basic Serve 

Body  - Ball in left hand 

   - Left foot to target 

Ball   -  Just above reach 

    Would land next to left foot 

Contact - Hit middle of the ball (valve) 

   - Don‟t follow through with arm  

Finish  - Natural follow through with  
    right foot 

Knock  

on the 

Door 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Serving starts a point. Ideally you want 
to hit the floor on the opponents court or 
put them under pressure. Serving is the 
only skill in volleyball where the player 

has complete control of the ball. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Partner Serving” 

Partners serve the ball to 
each other.  One at a time. 

Start Close 

Take a step back with 
each successful serve. 

Take a step forward 
otherwise. 

 

MOVEMENT 

Can include more than 2 
people with players  

following the ball in an  
anti-clockwise direction  



COACH TALK SKILL - Float Serve 

Body  - Right hand above ear 

Ball   -  When struck should not spin 

Target  - Aim for specific spots on court 

   - Where players aren‟t  

   - Where weaker passes are 

Outcome -  Ball should cross net below  
    antenna height 

 

Hard 

Flat 

Float  

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

To put the most amount of pressure on 
the opposition, players should think about 

where the oppositions weakness is.  
Putting a hard flat float serve to this 

weakness will limit the oppositions ability 
to get an effective attack back. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Figure 8 Serves” 

Partners serve the ball in 
the specified direction. One 

at a time. 

 

After a few figure 8‟s 
change direction. 

 

DESIRE 

Incorporate penalties if 
players let the ball hit the 

floor. 



COACH TALK 

SKILL - Jump Serve 

Body  - Move to the line and jump 

Ball   -  Struck at highest point 

Contact - Either as normal float or with  
    spike action to create top-spin. 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

By contacting the ball at the highest point 
you are able to serve flatter and harder, 
while still allowing the ball to drop into 
court. Top-spin serves are easier to pass 

unless hit very powerfully. 

FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT THE SERVER MAY 

CHANGE FROM A JUMP FLOAT SERVE TO A JUMP 

TOP-SPIN SERVE TO CONFUSE THE OPPOSITIONS 

PASSING SET-UP 

Routine!! 



 

  

DRILL 

“Around the World” 

Players serve the ball at 
will to a stationary target 
in 1. If they hit the target 

they move to the next po-
sition and so on. 

They attempt to hit all 
targets as fast as possible. 

This may be done as a 
challenge against 2 teams. 

DESIRE 

If a foul serve occurs teams 
can be move back a  

position. 



COACH TALK SKILL - Basic Setting 

Body  - Squared to target 

   - Right foot to target  
    (even for left handers) 

Ball   -  Would land on forehead 

Contact - All fingertips in ball shape 

   - Wide elbows will assist 

   - Quick catch and throw 

Finish  - Arms fully extended with back 
    of hands seen high in front 

 

Wide  

Elbows 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Setting allows the ball to be put in a 
good position for an attack hit. A good 
setter is like a quarterback in American 

Football and controls the play  
depending on team strengths and  

opposition weaknesses. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Short Set—Long Set” 

In 3‟s  players set up in a 
straight line. 2 players act 
as targets and one as a 

setter. The targets throw a 
ball to the setter and they 

set it back. Alternate  
between short and long. 

 

MOVEMENT 

Between throw and catch 
targets may move to the 3 

metre line and back. 

FOUR!! 

TWO!! 

HERE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Back Setting 

Body  - Should be exactly the same as  
    front set 

Ball   -  Would land on forehead 

   - Ball helped on its way 

Contact - Arms move from in front of  
    forehead  directly upwards  
    high towards sky. 

Finish  - Arms fully extended  
    hands should not be able to be 
    seen after due to extension   
    above head.  

High to 

the Sky 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

A back set should not be able to be „read‟ 
easily by the opposition. The same body 

position in the lead up to the set is used to 
disguise where the ball may be going.  



 

  

DRILL 

“Front Set—Back Set” 

In 3‟s  players set up in a 
straight line. 2 players act 
as targets and one as a 

setter. The target in front 
throws a ball to the setter 
and they set it back. The 

target then throws the ball 
again and the setter sets it 

backwards.  

DESIRE 

The setter may choose to 
set to the player they 

deem wants the ball more. 

FOUR!! 

HERE!! 

FIVE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Jump/Quick Setting 

Body  - Move to a position where body 
    is square to target 

Contact - Jump to contact the ball at  
    highest point. Arms are  
    extended and power comes  
    from jump and wrists 

Highest 

Point 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

A jump set is designed to make the  
attack faster. This means it may be 

harder to set up a block. 

There is no point jump-setting if the ball 
is not contacted at the highest point. 

FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT THE SETTER MAY 

USE A SURPRISE ATTACK AND HIT THE BALL 

OVER ON THE SECOND HIT. THIS SHOULD BE 

DISGUISED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Decisions, Decisions” 

The ball is thrown to the 
setter. They need to set the 

ball to a position where 
the blocker is not. 

The Blocker may move 
while the throw comes in 

but not after the set. 

 

COMMUNICATION 

The thrower can be the 
eyes for the setter and tell 
them where to set the ball. 

Or to tip the ball over. 

HERE!! 

BACK!! or  

MIDDLE!! or 

 OUTSIDE!! or 

TIP!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Basic Passing 

Body  Sitting down as if  
   “on an imaginary toilet” 

Hands  Palms up in a position that can be 
   seen in the passers periphery. Then 
   join when ball is on way. 

Arms  Straight as possible 

Contact Stand up to contact ball on  
   forearms (not wrists)  
   Minimal swinging of arms 

Sit Down! 

Stand Up! 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Passing is usually the first touch used  
after the ball comes in to your court 

space. It is used to ‟pass‟ the ball to the 
setter in the front row.  



 

  

DRILL 

“Partner Pass” 

In pairs, one player throws 
ball  to partner who then 
passes the ball back to the 

thrower.  Change over  
after specified time or 

amount of passes. 

DESIRE 

Thrower/catcher should 
not let the ball hit the 

ground no matter where 
the pass goes. Preferably 

they will catch it in front of 
their forehead. 

HERE!! 

MINE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Advanced Passing 

Movement Move to ball and then  
    assume basic passing position. 

Body   When standing up and  
    contacting ball, move 
    shoulders to target. This may  
    require you to lower one  

    shoulder. 

Shoulders 

to Target 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

The ball rarely goes straight to a  
defending player thus movement and ability 

to pass off a non-straight line is important. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Shuffle Pass” 

In pairs, one player throws 
ball  in the vicinity of their 
partner who then moves 
to the ball and passes the 
ball back to the thrower. 
The thrower immediately 

throws again.  Change 
over after specified time or 

amount of passes. 

MOVEMENT 

Passer should move to the 
ball in whichever way is 

deemed the fastest. 

HERE!! 

MINE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Digging 

Body  Sitting down a lot lower with   
   weight on toes (not heels) 

Contact Due to ball coming at pace there  
   is usually no need to stand up   
   through the ball. The forearms are 
   used as a mirror to get the ball  
   high to the setter.   

Stay Low!! 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Digging as opposed to passing is the skill of 
contacting a hard hit ball. If a team can 

combat the oppositions attack with great 
digging then they will get more opportu-

nities to attack the oppositions court. 

Mmm Pancakes!! If the ball is almost out of 

reach. The player may dive and place their flat 

hand on the floor under the ball! this should 

only be used as a last resort. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Can‟t touch this!!” 

In pairs, one player soccer-
throws ball  hard at their 
partner (trying to hit feet)

Receiver stays low and 
aims to reflect ball high 
back to partner. After a 
set number of throws or 

time switch over. 

 

DESIRE 

Make this a competition 
with the partners only 

swapping once feet are hit. 

HERE!! 

MINE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Basic Spiking 

Start  approximately 3 steps from net 

Hands  Left hand points at ball 

   Right hand touches number on  
   back then slaps and snaps their  
   wrist on the ball at the highest  
   point 

Approach  Left-right-together-up  
   (two footed jump) 

Slap and 

Snap!! 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

If you want to put the ball on the opposition court 
the best way of doing this is by hitting the ball hard. 
The higher you contact the ball and the more top-

spin you put on it the harder you can hit it. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Free Hitting” 

Player in setting position 
throws up high ball to near 
antenna. Spiker comes in 

and hits the ball in to 
court. Starting/hitting 

 position may be adjusted. 

 

DESIRE 

Thrower should not throw 
ball until spiker demands 

it by yelling  
“here, here, here”    POSSIBLE  

= STARTING  

   POSITIONS 

HERE!! 



COACH TALK SKILL - Spiking Different Sets 

Approach Timing  
 -  High Set (i.e. outside attack)  

   =  start when set at highest 

 - Middle Hit  
   =  start when touches setter 

 - Quick Hit  
   =  be in air when ball touches  

    setters hands  

Demand 

the Ball 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Attacks should be adjusted to suit team strengths 
and opposition weaknesses. Spikes can come from 

all areas of the court and be run at various tempos. 

  4 

1 

5 

32 

2B 

A 

B 

C 

Here are some  

common places for 

the ball to be set. 

Inside the ball is 

the call that should 

be yelled to the 

setter. 

The height of the  

 

 

 

set can also vary to 

make the attack 

quicker or slower. 

2 

high low 

 

1B 

11 

PIPE 



 

  

DRILL 

“Target Hitting” 

Player in setting position 
throws/sets up high ball to 

near antenna. Spiker 
comes in and hits the ball 
at target set up on court. 

Starting/hitting 
 position may be adjusted. 

 

COMMUNICATION 

Team mates should tell 
spiker which target to hit 
whilst ball is on journey to 

spiker. 
   POSSIBLE  

= STARTING  

   POSITIONS 

HERE!! 
LINE 

CROSS 

TIP 
LINE!! 



COACH TALK 
SKILL - Spiking Off The Block 

Approach Standard spike approach 

Target  Either aim for side of block on   
   nearest side to boundary or aim for 
   top of block 

 

 

High & Long 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

A block can sometimes be used to the spikers  
advantage. This is especially the case if the block is 

not well formed. Even if the ball is blocked in to 
court , team mates should be covering. 

Don’t be afraid 

of the block 

http://volleyball-life.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/tooling-the-block.jpg


 

  

DRILL 

“Toolies” 

Normal spike drill with a 
blocker added  

(standing on chair or box). 
Aim of spiker is to hit the 

ball off the blockers hands 
and then out of play.  

 

MOVEMENT 

Defensive player should 
move in to cover the ball if 

blocked back in to play. 

 

 

HERE!! 

LINE!! 



COACH TALK 

SKILL - Basic Blocking 

Start  Forearm width away from net  
   with body square to net.  

Hands  In a “stick-em-up” position 

Timing When blocker sees opposition  
   spiker jump , blocker jumps  
   (this allows for reaction time) 

Finish  Hands and thumbs to sky facing  
   middle of court 

Thumbs to Sky 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

A block is the quickest way to stop an oppositions 
attack. A block also importantly allows the defence 
to set up in positions that are not protected by the 

block. 



 

  

DRILL 

“ten - 10s” 

Players partner up. They 
face each other on  

opposite sides of the net.  

They need to give each 
other ten , high tens  

(like high fives). A ball can 
be added to pass between 

the players. 

 

DESIRE 

If players touch the net. 
Get them to start again at 

zero. 



COACH TALK 

SKILL - Blocking Penetration 

Process Same as basic blocking 

Hands  Should penetrate in to the 

   oppositions court space 

   (without leaving a gap between  
   block and net) 

Contact If possible block should direct the  
   ball straight down in to court 

Penetrate 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

By penetrating in to the oppositions court space the 
blocker is making it harder for the spiker to hit 

around or off the block. Also the ball is much more 
likely to go straight down in to the court. 



 

  

DRILL 

“Knock Your Block Off” 

Players partner up. They 
face each other on  

opposite sides of the net. 
One player on the net the 
other on the 3m line with 
the ball. Player with the 

ball aims to throw the ball 
over so it hits the tape. 

Blocker then attempts to 
block the ball in to court. 

DESIRE 

Thrower should attempt to 
catch / pass the ball after 

the block. 



COACH TALK 

SKILL - Blocking Movement 

Process Same as basic blocking 
Decisions Wait to see where ball has been  
   set and then move to the other  
   blockers and jump together. 

Movement 3 fast steps 

 1.  With foot closest to ball take a big step 
 2.  Then turn parallel to the net and   
  take a big step with other foot 
 3. Pivot and step with other foot to be  
  square with the net and jump 

Quick 

Feet 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Where possible it is better to have more than 1 blocker 
defending the attack. If an opposition set is high, then 
it should allow 2 or 3 blocks to form against the hitter. 

  

 

 1 2 

 

         3 

 



 

  

DRILL 

“Helping Hands” 

Blocker sets up to face the 
potential attacks  

(middle, 4, and 5) 

The thrower can set the 
ball to themselves or 

choose to set a high ball to 
the outside players. The 

block needs to move and 
jump before the players 
catch (or spike) the ball. 

COMMUNICATION 

Players can yell where 
they think the set is going 

 

FOUR!! 

FIVE!! 







WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Pepper is a very popular warm up drill in volleyball. It incorporates nearly all the  
volleyball skills (apart from serving and blocking). Due to its non-stop nature it is  

excellent for maintaining high involvement and intensity. 

The End Game 

Although there are many variations of pepper the idea is that 
players complete the following skills in a non-stop cyclic manner. 

 

Most beginning volleyballers will be unable to do this straight away 
but with progression through the attached activities they should be 

able to get to an advanced level quickly. 



Stage 1 

In a circle get the students to throw and catch the ball (calling here & mine).  

Advance : when able to catch and throw 10 in a row 

Stage 2 

In a circle get the students to throw and catch the ball (calling here and mine).  

1. underarm throw -  catch in front of forehead 
2. throw from forehead - catch at highest point 

3. soccer throw -  catch in front of knees 

Advance : when able to repeat pattern 5 times in a row 

Stage 3 

In a circle get the students to throw, catch, spike the ball (calling here and mine).  

1. underarm throw -  catch in front of forehead 

2. throw from forehead - spike at highest point 
3. catch in front of knees 

Advance : when able to repeat pattern 5 times in a row 



Stage 4 

In a circle get the students to throw, set, spike the ball (calling here and mine).  

1. underarm throw -  set from forehead 
2. spike at highest point 
3. catch in front of knees 

Advance : when able to repeat pattern 5 times in a row 

Stage 5 

In a circle get the students to throw, pass, set, spike the ball (calling here and mine).  

1. underarm throw - pass (high) 
2. set from forehead 

3. spike at highest point 
4. catch in front of knees 

Advance : when able to repeat pattern 5 times in a row 



Stage 6 

In a circle get the students to pass, set, spike the ball (calling here and mine).  

Start with a throw at knees 

 

1. pass 
2. set 

3. spike  
1. pass 

2. set 

3. spike 

 

Accomplished: when able to repeat pattern 10 times in a row 

 



WHAT‟S THE POINT 

When receiving a serve a team has the first opportunity to attack the oppositions court. 
With a good pass and set the attack can become difficult to defend. 

The End Game 

Although there are many variations of how a serve can be received and then attacked. 
Because there is a short break before service the  players on the team can communicate 

the combination of attacks they wish to use.  
 

A sideout by getting a pass, set, and then spike on to the opponents floor is the objective. 

 

Most beginning volleyballers will be unable to do this straight away but with progression 
through the attached activities they should be able to get to an advanced level quickly. 



Stage 1 

Players line up single file behind a “passer” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. passer yells “mine” catches ball 

 3. passer runs to return ball to thrower. Joins back of line 
Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 

Stage 2 

Players line up single file behind a “passer” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. passer yells “mine” catches ball 

 3. passer throws ball to setter on net 
4. setter catches ball in front of forehead 

5. setter runs to return ball to thrower. joins back of line 
6. passer replaces setter 

Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 



Stage 3 

Players line up single file behind a “passer” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter 
 3. setter catches ball in front of forehead 

5. setter runs to return ball to thrower. joins back of line 
6. passer replaces setter 

Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 

Stage 4 

Players line up single file behind two “passers” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. one passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter (other passer yells “in”) 

 3. setter catches ball in front of forehead 
5. setter runs to return ball to thrower. joins back of line 

6. passer (who passed) replaces setter 

Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 



Stage 5 

Players line up single file behind two “passers” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. one passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter (other passer yells “in”) 

 3. setter sets ball to spiker (in hitting position 4) 
5. spiker catches ball at highest point possible 

6. passer (who passed) replaces setter, setter replaces spiker,  
spiker takes ball to thrower and joins back of line 

Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 
Stage 6 

Players line up single file behind two “passers” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is thrown over the net 
2. one passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter (other passer yells “in”) 

 3. setter sets ball to spiker (in hitting position 4) 
5. spiker hits ball at highest point possible in to court 

6. passer (who passed) replaces setter, setter replaces spiker,  
Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 



Stage 7 

Players line up single file behind two “passers” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is served over the net 
2. one passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter (other passer yells “in”) 
 3. setter sets ball to one of three spikers (in selected hitting positions) 

5. spiker hits ball at highest point possible in to court 
6. passer (who passed) replaces setter, setter replaces spiker,  

spiker takes ball to thrower and joins back of line 

Advance : when able to repeat 10 times in a row 
Stage 8 

Six players line up on court, 2/3 “passers” in the middle of the court 

1. ball is served over the net 
2. one passer yells “mine” passes ball to setter (other teammates yell “in”) 

 3. setter sets ball to any spiker 
5. spiker hits ball at highest point possible in to court 

6. once three successful attacks, rotate (and repeat with same specialist setter)  
Accomplished : when able to attack ball in to court 90%+  





WHAT‟S THE POINT 

Successful game play is what all training is aimed towards. At beginner level it is easy to 
form bad habits in game play which are reinforced by winning points in a negative way. 
An example of this would be athletes playing “tennis” hitting the ball back on the first hit 

repeatedly rather than trying to use three hit structures. 

The End Game 

Ability to win more points than a high standard opposition. Using defensive and  
attacking structures that will enable athletes to keep the ball off the court and attack 

the oppositions court in a tactical and aggressive manner. 



Stage 1 

Players use catch-throw skills to play a game. 
1. Serve is throw 

2. all other skills are catch / throw 

3. Limit to 3 touches 

Advance : when able to call and move effectively to keep ball off floor 

Stage 2 

Players use catch-throw skills to play a game. 

1. Same as Stage 1 
2. Players throw first from back court to setting position 

 3. Setter then throws to either middle hitter or outside hitter  
4. Hitter then throws aggressively over the net 

 

Advance : when able to call and move effectively to keep ball off floor as well as throw to 
appropriate positions 



Stage 3 

Players use serve-catch-throw-spike skills to play a game. 

1. Same as Stage 2 (except serve is correct technique) 
2. Players throw first from back court to setting position 

 3. Setter then throws to either middle hitter or outside hitter  

4. Hitter then spikes aggressively over the net 

Advance : when able to get a spike off the third hit more than 50% of the time 

Stage 4 

Players use serve-catch-throw-set-spike skills to play a game. 

1. Same as Stage 3  
2. Players throw first from back court to setting position 

 3. Setter then sets to either middle hitter or outside hitter  

4. Hitter then spikes aggressively over the net 

Advance : when able to get a spike off the third hit more than 50% of the time 



Stage 5 

Players use serve-catch-throw-set-spike skills to play a game. 

1. Same as Stage 4 
2. Players throw first from back court to setting position 

 3. Setter then sets to any preferred hitter  

4. Hitter then spikes aggressively over the net 

Advance : when able to get a spike off the third hit more than 50% of the time 

 

Stage 6 

Players use serve-pass-set-spike skills to play a game. 

1. Same as Stage 5 
2. Players pass from back court to setting position 

 3. Setter then sets to any preferred hitter  

4. Hitter then spikes aggressively over the net 

Advance : when able to get a spike off the third hit more than 50% of the time 







For some reason kids that won‟t shut up during conservations with their friends and in the 
classroom!! often become mute once they hit the volleyball court. Communication should 
be the easiest skill as it requires no hand eye co-ordination and even one little word can 

help your team mates incredibly. 

So how do you coach … communication 

 

Rule 1 - Make it fun to yell and carry on 

Rule 2 - Make it a focus of your drills (ask players what you want to hear) 

For example with a passing drill it should be “mine”, “in/out”, here”. 

Rule 3 - Acknowledge those that have used good communication whether in a 
game, drill or towards a teammate. 



An accomplished communicator will… 

- Ask for the ball 

- Say when it is theirs 

- Tell team-mates where the ball is going 

- Predict what is going to happen next 

- Encourage teammates with voice and body  
language 

- Tell team-mates what to do with the ball 

- Tell team-mates strengths, weaknesses and  
positioning of opposition sides 

- Celebrate with their team 

- Acknowledge defeat with their team 

- Give positive coaching pointers to team-mates 

- Be positive towards themselves 



“Competitor”, “sufferer of white-line fever”, “animal”,  are just a few terms that have 
been used to describe people who seem to have innate desire to win. Many argue that 
you can not instil this “mongrel” in to your players but there are a number of ways in 

which it can be helped along. 

So how do you coach … desire 

Rule 1 - Make it fun to win 

Vince Lombardi (NFL Hall of Fame Coach) said  
“Winning isn‟t everything, it‟s the only thing” 

Although this philosophy is not appropriate for junior sport  
encouraging celebration with team-mates is vitally important 

Rule 2 - Make it a focus of your drills  

i.e. Don‟t move on from a drill until success is reached. This can be hard to do if players are 
struggling but the elation from players when success is finally achieved is fantastic 

Rule 3 - Acknowledge those who show desire through their actions and words. 



An accomplished competitor will… 

- Enjoy doing something well 

- Always attempt to do the best they can 
under the circumstances 

- Make players around them better 

- Train and play at 100% 

- Recognise areas to work on and do what 
is required to improve on these 

- Do the 1 percenters (be involved when 
not actually touching the ball) 

 - move into position 
 - communicate to team-mates 

- After the final whistle (no matter what 
the result) thank team-mates, opponents,  
officials and coaches. 

 



The question “how often does the volleyball come straight to you” is something I often 
ask players that I coach. The answer “very rarely” is one that I usually hear. Movement is 
a vital skill whether as part of a volleyball action, or in transition from attack to defence 

or vice-versa or predicting where the ball is going next. 

So how do you coach … movement 

Rule 1 - Make it fun to move 

Some volleyball drills incorporate a “volleyball dance”, where as other movements are so 
unique to the sport that they can be really interesting for players to do. Shadow training 

(without any balls) is a good way of focussing on the correct movement patterns. 

Rule 2 - Make it a focus of your drills 

If the volleyball rarely goes straight to a player in a game, then don‟t always throw it 
straight to players in training. 

Rule 3 - Acknowledge those that have shown correct movement patterns. 

Often when starting focussing on correct technique and movement can hinder actual 
ability to win points or complete drills successfully. Focus on the attempt not the result. 



An accomplished mover will… 

- Be prepared to move 

- Move efficiently to good position 

 -  before knowing where the ball is  
  going (prediction) 

 - after seeing where the ball is going 

  (reaction) 

- Be balanced  

 -  when moving  

 -  when completing a skill 

- Move as well at the end of a game as at 
the start of a game. 

- Move as part of the team 

 



COACH TALK 
SKILL - ____________________________ 

1. _______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________ 

 _______________________________________  

 _______________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________ 

 _______________________________________ 

 

WHAT‟S THE POINT 

 



 

  

DRILL _________________ 

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
________________________ 

INGRAINED _____________ 

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________ 



I hope that this has been a useful resource. Volleyball is a fantastic sport. In Tasmania 
there are a small number of dedicated individuals trying to help grow the sport we love 

and get kids involved. 
 

We appreciate the help of parents, teachers, and club coaches who without the support 
of we wouldn‟t be able to run successful programs in this state. 

 
For any support with running volleyball programs involving your students or children 

please contact Volleyball Tasmania. 
 
 

www.volleyballtasmania.com.au  



 


